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A model for the diffusion of implanted interstitials during implantation is introduced and shown to
be able to account for the tails observed in ion profiles. It is argued that mechanisms of
ionization-enhanced diffusion can explain some of the anomalous diffusion mechanisms observed in
semiconductors. Indications for the existence of such mechanisms in the field of ion implantation in
semiconductors are discussed.

I. INTRODUCTION
An ion penetrating a solid loses energy in collisons with
the electrons and the nuclei of the solid until the ion
eventually comes to rest. The theory of Lindhard,
Scharff, and Schis6tt1 predicts that the distribution p(x)
in depth x of implanted atoms in amorphous solids is a
Gaussian function. Experimentally, for bombardment in
a random direction, the distributions observed in both
amorphous and crystalline solids have the shape predicted, although the results vary appreciably in many of
the parameters which characterize the implanted material and the implantation itself. 2 In crystalline solids,
for implantation in channeled as well as in nonchanneled
directions, p{x) exhibits an additional, more or less
pronounced, "tail"; tails are observed in a variety of implanted materials (group-IV semiconductors, semiconducting compounds, or metals) and for a large variety
of ions. In misoriented crystals a tail corresponds to the
deviation from the Gaussian distribution [Fig. l(a)]; in
crystals implanted in a channeling direction the tailoften called in this case the" supertail" -refers to atoms
which are located more deeply than one would expect
from channeling [Fig. l(b) J. In both channeled and nonchanneled directions the shape of the tail is similar; the
distribution p(x) is, approximately, an exponential3
function (from which we argue that the tails in the two
cases can have the same origin). The characteristic
length associated with this tailS also depends on a large
number of parameters, 9 but it is smaller in the case of
channeled implantation than in the case of random
implantation.
The implanted ion, through the collisions with the nuclei
of the solid, creates in its wake a trail of vacancies and
self-interstitials of the solid; we will consider here only
the case where the implanted ion comes to rest as an
interstitial, having escaped becoming a substitutional
atom via a replacement collision or a conversion process in which it becomes substitutional by creating a
self-interstitial. We distinguish then several regimes
in which a tail can (and in various experiments does)
occur: (i) the tail can occur during irradiation at a temperature at which the vacancy, the self-interstitial, or
the implanted interstitial are normally immobile (1. e. ,
thermally activated diffusion does not occur); (ii) the
tail can occur during irradiation at a temperature where
the implanted interstitial and perhaps one or more of
these defects is normally mobile; and (iii) the tail can
occur only upon postirradiation annealing at an elevated
temperature. Among several expianations 10 which have
been proposed to account for the existence of such a tail,
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only two are now considered to have much currency: the
diffusion of implanted interstitials, and the scattering of
the implanted interstitials into oblique channels. The
scattering into oblique channels is not thought to be the
major origin of the tail, since it has been shown experimentally12 that the tail arises from three-dimensional
diffusion, even though in some cases that diffusion is
"anomalous",17-20 a point we will return to below. In the
case of the diffusion of the implanted interstitial two
models have been proposed to account for the observed
distribution p(x): (i) diffusion of the implanted interstitial in a constant concentration of traps12 and (ii) diffusion in which the implanted interstttials, the self-interstitials, and the vacancies are all mobile (so-called
multistream diffusion7). The first model gives an exponential depth dependence while the second (which
seems to provide a closer fit for the tail observed in
metals) has a power-law dependence. The first model,
in our view, cannot provide the general explanation for
the appearance of tails, since it is difficult to conceive
of the presence, before the implanatation (or the appearance during the implantation), of the requiSite large uniform concentration of traps. The second model, of
course, requires the mobility of all three types of defects and cannot be the general case either.
In Sec. II we show that the shape of the distribution can
be obtained assuming a model in which the implanted
ion (alone of the three defects) is mobile during the irradiation. We obtain this result without the steady-state
assumption required in the multistream diffusion analysis .7 We note that an equivalent distribution obtains
in the multistream case and in the case of abundant
traps; we argue then that the equivalent distribution will
occur in all of regime (ii) mentioned earlier, 1. e.,
where the implanted ion and other defects are normally
mobile. That is, we argue that the diffusion of defects
other than the implanted interstitial will have a distribution equivalent in form (although with different parameters) to that created by the diffusion during implantation
of the implanted interstitial alone.
What about regime (i) where the implanted interstitial
(and other defects) are normally immobile? We have
argued elsewhere 21 •22 that the presence of an ionizing
beam (such as the implantation beam itself) can lead to
"anomalous" diffusion processes. In Sec. III we discuss these anomalous diffusion processes and how they
can occur in semiconductors and, to a lesser extent, in
metals.
Copyright © 1973 American Institute of Physics
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implanted atoms are distributed uniformly, 1. e., as a
function O(x) defined in the following way: O(x) = 1 for
x 1 <x<x2 and O(X) =0 for x>xa andx<x 1 • Figure l(c)
shows schematically the function O(x), together with the
distribution of the implanted interstitials and the distribution of the defects created by the implantation.
The problem has planar symmetry. The distribution
p(x, t) of the diffused implanted interstitials is the solution of the diffusion equation
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For the sake of generality, the limit of the damage region is taken to be x <xo' Qo is the interstitial production rate per unit time; interstitial production is assumed to be uniform over the range Xl < X < X2, during
the time of irradiation, t. The solution is
p(x, t)

= ~ Qo{(l/ L 2) [h(x-x a)(x-xa)2 -

h(X-Xl)(X-X1)2]

+ F(x1-x) - F(X2-X) + F(X2 + X - 2xo)
-F(x 1 + x- 2xo)},

.. free" ions

CJ

p(oo,t)=O;

(3)

where L is the diffUSion length (Dt)1/2 and D is the diffusion coefficient of the implanted interstitials. The functions h(x) and F(x) are defined in the following way:
h(x) = 0 ,

for x < 0

= 1,

for x >0

FIG. 1. Schematic representation of the ion profile (concentration VB depth x) for implantation in a random direction (a) and
in a channeled direction (b). The tail deviation from the theory
(full line) corresponds to the dashed line. (c) Schematic distribution of the free ions not trapped by the defects, which are
able to diffuse, together with the defect and ion profiles.

(4)

The fact that the tail can be reduced or even suppressed
by preirradiation23 - 25 in the region where it develops is
compatible with our model, but, since slight damage is
sufficient to curtail any motion of implanted radiotracers
into the tail,23 ,86 this suggests that the tail observed is
formed during the initial stages of the implantation. 27
If anomalous diffuSion of the implanted ion occurs,
then the mathematics of Sec. IT applies, i. e., it then
applies to regimes (1) and (ii). We do not in this paper
treat the distribution in regime (iii), the post-irradiation annealing tail; there are cases where it occurs23
but it requires distinct mathematics.

II. MODEL FOR TAIL FORMATION

We assume that in the damaged region the interstitials
cannot move appreciably because they are trapped by
the defects, but in the region beyond the damage region,
the interstitials are free to diffuse if mobile. Therefore,
the implanted interstitials which come to rest just at the
limit between the damaged and the undamaged region
will be able to diffuse in the undamaged region and form
a tail. In a first approximation we will assume that
these interstitials which lie between the maximum depth
(Xl) of the defects and the maximum depth (x 2 ) of the

o
FIG. 2. Implantation profile calculated for the indicated different values of the diffusion length L with Xo = 2, Xl = 5, x2 = 6.
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A number of atoms apparently diffuse as interstitial
atoms and the related parameters are documented. For
atoms which normally diffuse substitutionally, i. e., via,
say, a vacancy mechanism, little is known concerning
their diffusion as interstitials, although radiation damage experiments have yielded some information. 29 If the
temperature is too low to allow thermally activated diffusion of the interstitial through an interstitial mechanism, then one has to consider the possibility of diffusion through an athermal mechanism or of the enhancement of the diffusion, as a consequence of the conditions
under which the crystal is during the implantation. As
we have argued, 22 both enchancement of the diffusion and
athermal diffusion (that is diffusion which is not characterized by an activation energy) can be due to ionization effects under conditions such as may occur in an
implantation in semiconductors.
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FIG. 3. Implantation profile calculated for different values of
xZ-xl' as marked, withL=10, xo=2, xl=3.

and
F{x) =
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During an implantation, a major part of the energy of the
implanted atoms is dissipated in electronic colliSions,
the consequence of which is the creation of electron-hole
pairs. The electron-hole pairs which recombine at the
interstitial site can induce their migration whether
through an energy-released mechanism 22 ,31 (in which the
energy due to electron-hole recombination on the order
of 1 eV for germanium and silicon is released in the
form of a cascade32 of phonons), or through the Bourgoin
mechanism21 - 31 (in which the alternate capture of electrons and holes on the interstitial sites serves to drive
the interstitial from one equilibrium configuration in the
lattice to another). We estimated 22 ,31 that the number of
jumps experienced by the interstitials, due to an energyreleased mechanism, would be on the order of 10 times

(5)
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The influence, on the shape of p{x, t), of the different
parameters, diffusion length L, width of the function
8{xa - Xl), and distance of the function 8 from the traps
(Xl - xo), is illustrated in Fig. 2-4. The diffusion length
L changes the slope of the tail; Xl - Xo changes the position of the maximum; and x 2 - Xl has a small influence
on both the position and the amplitude of the maximum.
The tail (corresponding to depths large compared to
x 2 ) is an exponential function for a diffusion length large
compared to the depth. Such an exponentail tail is often
observed for ion implantation in semiconductors. Our
results are also capable of fitting nonexponential tails.
We illustrate this in Fig. 5, where we fit the data of
Davies and Jespergard 12 for Xe implantation in tungsten.
The parameters are Xo = l50, Xl = 3. 95, x 2 = 4.74, and
L = 1. 58 (all in units of mg cm- 2 which are convenient
for implantation work). We also show the theoretical
fit obtained by Sparks. 11
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III. ANOMALOUS DIFFUSION

In many cases, the tails observed cannot be explained by
thermally activated diffusion and authors attribute them
to anomalous diffusion mechanisms. 17-19 Although some
of these anomalous diffusion phenomena could be due to
phenomena similar to radiation-enhanced diffusion, 28
others occur at too low temperatures and no reasonable
explanation has previously been found.

Depth X
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FIG. 4. Implantation profile calculated for different values of
as marked, with L = 10, Xo = 2, x2 - XI = 1.

Xl - Xo,
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Up"" Un"" 107 cms- 1, 13",,3.6 eV (Ref. 33).
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The cross sections al and at are strongly dependent on
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Using reasonable values for the lifetime r, such calculation gives reasonable values for the diffusion length
LB' As an example, we give in Figs. 6 and 7 a comparison of Seidel's results, 34 taking r = 5 11 S, 3S (This value
is chosen in order to fit the calculated and the experimental values corresponding to the 300-keV implantation.) The details of the calculation are given in Table
I. The electronic energy loss AE, the difference between the incident energy and the energy lost by nuclear
colliSions, is calculated following Haines and Whitehead. 36 Fig. 6 shows that there is a semiquantitative
agreement between the observed and calculated variations of L B ,
IV. DISCUSSION

FIG. 5. Comparison of an implantation profile calculated using
Eq. (3) (solid line) with a profile calculated by Sparks (Ref. 7)
(dashed line) and with the experimental results (+) of Davies
and Jespergard <Ref. 12).
smaller than the number of jumps due to the Bourgoin
mechanism when that mechanism is operative.
According to the Bourgoin mechanism, the diffusion
length due to an implantation is L B ==2a(yt)1/2, where
a is the lattice parameter, t is the time of irradiation,
and y is the frequency of change in the charge state of
the interstitial as given by
y== [l/atUnn

+ l/ai'Uppfl

,

(6)

neglecting the thermal excitation of the carriers and the
direct band-to-band recombination; Un and Up are the
electron and hole velocities, at, ai' are the capture
cross sections of the electrons and holes on the interstitial, nand p are the electron and hole concentrations,
including the nonequilibrium concentrations: n == no + An,
p = Po + AP, no, Po being the equilibrium concentrations
of carriers and An, Ap the injected carrier concentrations. In the case of an irradiation, An = Ap =gr, with r
the lifetime of the minority carriers and g the electron-hole pair generation given by

Because systematic studies of the influence of the various parameters which define an implantation on the behavior of the tail have not been made and because very
often the characteristics of the implanted crystal (mainly type and concentration of the dopant and lifetime of
minority carriers) are not given by the authors, it is
difficult to find in the literature direct evidence of the
existence of an ionization-enhanced diffusion (lED) mechanism in implantation studies.
Evidence which supports an lED mechanism is as
follows:
(i) The tail is smaller in case of a channeled implantation than in the case of a random implantation, which reo Experimental
A

Calculated

1100
1000

.:;{

1900

taoo
§

(7)

with ¢ the irradiation dose, t the time of irradiation,
AE the energy lost by the incident particles in electronic collisions, and 13 the energy required to create
electron-hole pairs in the irradiated crystal.
Let us consider the simple case of an implantation in
which the inj ected carrier concentration is large compared to the equilibrium concentration. The numerical
values of the different parameters entering in Eqs. (6)
and (7) are the following: at room temperature,

Energy of Implanted Ions (keV)

FIG. 6. Comparison between experimental results and our calculation of the variation of the diffusion length La with the energy of irradiation.
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TABLE I. Comparison of the theoretical diffusion length LB
with the Seidel results <Ref. 34).
Ion
Ion dose
energy ¢ (cm-2)

.c

go

~500
c

(keV)

~

i5

300

2ooL-----=5oL----Io.Lo----15~0-Electronic Energy losses (keV)

30
50
80
150
200
300

2x 1012
2x 1012
Ix 10 12
1. 5x 10 12
7. 2x 1011
8x 1011

Experimental Electronic yt
length (Ai
energy
loss
E (keV)

Calculated
LB (A)

6x 102
7x 102
7x 102
8. 5x 10 2
9. 5x 10 2
Ix 10 3

8.1x10 2
1. 2x 10 3
1. 2x 10 3
2. 2x 103
1. 9 X 10 3
2.1x 10 3

11
26
50
110
160
180

6. 6x 103
1. 6x 104
1. 5x 104
5x 104
3. 5x 104
4. 3x 104

FIG. 7. Diffusion length vs electronic energy losses from
Seidel's experimental results.

fact that the measurements were made following 850°C
annealing) .
sults from the lower electronic energy losses in the
former case.
(ii) Tails are observed in a wide temperature range
(77-800 K) with apparently little or no effect of the
temperature on the concentration of implanted atoms
involved in the tail and on the characteristic length of
this tail. 37 This argues in favor of an athermal diffusion
mechanism. Unfortunately, the measurements of the
profiles implanted at low temperature are performed at
room temperature, after an annealing. But, at least in
some cases38 (the implantation of group-III atoms in silicon), some of the measurements have been performed
at a temperature for which it is known that the implanted
interstitial atoms are not mobile30 ; therefore, the diffusion of the interstitial could only have occurred during
the implantation. Direct evidence that the tail can develope during the implantation is found in the work of
Pavlov et al. 39 which shows that the removal of an implanted layer before annealing does not influence the
distribution in the region of the tail. (But it is difficult
to argue that this is a general case. For instance,
Dearnaley et al. 23 observed that the extent of the tail in
the distribution is substantially reduced by a heavy ion
irradiation following the implantation.) The Pavlov et
al. results imply that the diffusion of the implanted
interstitials is induced by the implantation. Since the
phenomenon inducing the diffUSion can be neither the
scattering by incident particles nor a radiation-enhanced diffUSion mechanism, it can only be an lED mechanism.
0

(iii) The importance of the tail, compared to the total
implantation profile, seems more pronounced in semiconducting compounds40 - 44 than in group-IV semiconductors. This is expected22 when an lED mechanism is operative because the semiconducting compounds have
more ionicity than the group-IV semiconductors.
There is an influence of the energy of the incident atoms
on the characteristic length of the tail. Seidel's results34
(which are the only ones to give a systematic description of the influence of the energy of the implanted atoms
on the profile of the tail) show that the characteristic
length of the tail is a linear function of the electronic
energy losses t:.E. We consider this as a strong indication of the existence of an lED mechanism (the fact that
the characteristic length extrapolated to t:.E = 0 is not
equal to zero probably means that there is also some
thermal diffUSion occurring which could be due to the

We feel that other anomalous diffusion phenomena related to ion implantation in semiconductors may find, at
least partially, their explanation through an lED mechanism; for instance, the influence of the dose rate on
the damage produced by the implantation, 42,44 the migration of metallic impurities evaporated on the surface
of the implanted material. 45
V. CONCLUSION

We have shown that a simple diffusion model can account for the profiles observed in ion-implanted metals
and semiconductors. We provided a possible model to
account for at least some of the anomalous diffUSion observed in semiconductors and we discussed some experimental results which argue for the existence of such a
model.
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